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Why are different simulation 
models still in use ?

� Models for RF applications require special extensions than models for “normal”
transistors.

� Companies are still developing and using internal models beside the public domain 
models.

� Some models are dedicated for special applications, like low voltage and low power 
devices or high power transistors.

� Not all relevant physical effects of very modern processes can be covered by the 
standard models. 

� Due to simulator issues, more than one model must be provided to the end users.

A unified environment was developed to enable the generation of several 
MOS model types based on a common data base of measured data.

The Compact Model Council established the BSIM3v3 model as the first standard MOS 
model in semiconductor industry. Normally it could be assumed, that anyone uses this 
model as a base for MOS circuit design. However, it could be identified, that not all 
users of MOS simulation models will or can follow this recommendation due to the 
following reasons:
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Scalable MOS models
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Scalability means, the MOS model for a certain transistor is called 
inside the simulator together with some information about the 
dimensions of the device.

Simulator
Engine

This strategy is very unique compared to other models (bipolar 
transistors, primitive devices without geometry information).
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Test devices for scalable 
MOS models
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The proper design of appropriate test structures is the 
ultimate pre-requisite for accurate model generation !➜➜➜➜

The extracted model parameter set 
must be valid in this design space !
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Conventional data 
representation

The conventional method 
is based on single device
modeling.

I-V-curves are used to:

� extract parameters

� compare measurements 
versus simulations

This method was mapped to 
scalable models like BSIM3, 
MM9 . . . 

. . . and resulted in a huge 
amount of I-V curves to:

� optimize scalable effects on 
different devices

� verify simulation over devices 
with different dimensions
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Advanced data 
representation concept

Collect data of up to 
30 test structures  
during measurement 
phase of: 

I-V, C-V curves etc. 

Generate condensed 
data arrays for e.g.:

� Extraction of geometry 
dependant effects and 
parameters

� meaningful data 
representation

Vth = f(L, Vbs)

Id = f(L, Vgs), 
Vdmax

Individual device 
data display: 

Load curves from 
a database if 
necessary. 
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Advanced data 
representation concept

Terminal voltage 
space for one device:

Cut out a 
representative sub-
region for certain 
effects.

Id = f(L, Vgs), 
Vdmax

Combine voltage 
sub-region with 
length-scaling

Sweep Order  Variable

1      Ldes

2      Vg

New data array with 
these properties:
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Database Architecture

� Modular structure using 
the IC-CAP framework 
concept with modules for 
DC/CV, RF modeling

� One software module to 
perform all measurement 
task and another one to 
extract the model 
parameters

 

Agilent IC-CAP Framework 

DC/CV 
Measure 
Extract 

RF 
Measure 
Extract 

BSIM4 Modeling  
   Package 
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DC/CV Measurement module:DC/CV Measurement module:DC/CV Measurement module:DC/CV Measurement module:

•different DUT/setup templates 

•measurement control code

•Test and measurement setup GUI

Data management

DC/CV Extraction module:DC/CV Extraction module:DC/CV Extraction module:DC/CV Extraction module:

•Extraction routines 

•Data import/export

•Documentation features etc.

Project~Large~idvg~300K.mdm

Project~L10_W20~idvg~400K.mdm

Project~cjunc~c_area~300K.mdm

....mdmmdmmdmmdm files:files:files:files:

•measured curves 

•device information

•organized in projects
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Data Flow

� One single measurement 
module collects all data 
and stores it into the 
database

� The setup of these 
measurements are in the 
first step independent from 
the simulation model for 
which the parameters 
should be extracted. 

� The only requirement is, 
that all diagrams in the 
later extraction modules 
are subsets of the 
measured data base. 
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Final Database Layout

� Finally, the data is organized in such a way, that for each generated model 
the model parameter set is stored together with the extraction strategy. 

� That means not only the final result (model parameter) but also the way to 
achieve this result (extraction strategy) is stored in the data base. This makes 
all parameter extractions repeatable and self consistent. 
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Conclusion

� The need for an advanced data base concept to handle an 
emerging amount of measured data for MOS devices for modeling 
purposes could be demonstrated. This development is driven by two 
main factors: scalability and the need to generate different models 
from the same base of measured data. 

� A concept to generate data representations in both, simulation 
setups and diagrams, which cannot be measured directly but are 
combined from measured data of different devices is presented.

� Finally, this method ends in a suggestion for an effective and 
flexible software structure. 

� We have implemented this strategy to generate BSIM4 and BSIM3 
models. Other models, like EKV, HiSim etc. will follow in the near 
future. 
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